Beginning with the Ciceronian divisions of rhetorical and dialectical topics as found, respectively, in the De inventione (84 BC), the De oratore (55 BC), the Partitiones oratoriae (54 BC) and the Topica (44 BC), the purpose of this study is to collect all the lists that have been transmitted from Antiquity to the early Middle Ages in order to observe -mainly through the help of several diagrams put in the appendix -their alteration, as well as their preservation. Key words: Cicero, Boethius, Dialectics, Rhetoric, Topics
INTRODUCTION
In the Academy founded by Plato (387-361 B.C.), the most important skill any student could acquire was the ability to defeat an interlocutor using only the power of reasoning. The dialectical debate had, therefore, its own specific feature: the ability to argue for or against a certain thesis arising from any question posed. As it is well known, Aristotle was the first to find a method that would enable a dialectician to identify the solution to any kind of question. The main instruments of this method were the tópoi (in Latin loci), where a tópos, according to Brunschwig, can be understood as a «machine for making premises starting from a given conclusion», or more simply, according to Sara Rubinelli, «an argument scheme of universal applicability». 1 While the history of the reception of Aristotle's Topica in the Greek tradition still remains obscure to contemporary scholars, it is almost indisputable that the introduction of the Aristotelian topical system into the Latin tradition must be attributed to Cicero. 2 Having come into contact with some texts related to the dialectical tradition of Aristotle's tópoi, or perhaps even the rhetorical tradition as well, Cicero completely reformed the loci rhetorici first elaborated upon in his early work, De inventione (around 84 B.C.), i.e., the attributes of person (persona) and act (negotium). 3 In his latter works-viz., De oratore (55 B.C.), Partitiones oratoriae (54 B.C.) , and the Topica (44 B.C.)-Cicero offered a new list of topics having a universal value, due to the fact that they were meant as instruments useful not only for Rhetoric or Law, but for every kind of disputatio. 4 The differences between the attributes of person and act in the De inventione, on the one hand, and the loci of the later texts, on the other, are noteworthy (see Appendix, Diagrams 1-4). In the De inventione, the person (persona) is the subject brought to trial, whose deed or speech is censured, while the act (negotium) is the person's deed or speech for which he is brought to trial. Thus, discovering the material of an argument for an orator involves the examination of all the attributes related to the person and the act. 5 There are eleven attributes, including also circumstances, concerning the person: name (nomen), nature (natura), way of life (victus), fortune ( fortuna), disposition (habitus), feeling (affectio), studies (studia), purposes (consilia), deeds ( facta), luck (casus), and discourses (orationes). The attributes of act are divided into four groups: (1) coherent with the act itself (continentia cum ipso negotio), (2) involved in the performance of the act (in gestione negotii), (3) adjuncts of the act (adiuncta negotio), (4) and consequent to the act (quae negotio con- Leipzig, St. Benno Verlag, 1969, pp. 157-178. 2 For a general overview on the Rhetoric into the Roman tradition and in the Middle Ages see: McKeon, P., «Rhetoric in the Middle Ages», in Speculum, 17 (1942) , pp. 1-32; id., «Methods of Rhetorical and Philosophical Invention and Judgment», in L. Wallach (ed.), The Classical Tradition: Literary and Historical Studies in Honor of Harry Caplan, Ithaca-New York, Cornell University Press, 1966, pp. 365-373 ; id., «The Hellenistic and Roman Foundation of the Tradition of Aristotle in the West», in Review of Metaphysic, 32-4 (1979) , pp. 677-715; Plebe, A., Breve storia della retorica antica, Bari, Laterza, 1968 3 See Marcus Tullius Cicero, Rhetorici libri duo qui vocantur de inventione [= De inventione] , E. Stroebel (ed.), (M. Tulli Ciceronis scripta quae manserunt omnia, 2), Stuttgart, B. G. Teubner, 1955, I, xxiv-xxviii;  id., De Oratore, K. F. Kumaniecki (ed.), (M. Tulli Ciceronis scripta quae manserunt omnia, 3), Stuttgart, B. G. Teubner, 1969, II, 162-173;  id., Partitiones oratoriae, R. Giomini (ed.), (Bibliotheca scriptorum Latinorum 5), Roma, Herder, 1996, 5-8; id., Topica, ed . with a transl., introd. and commentary by T. Reinhardt, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2003, § § 6-24 and § § 72-78, pp. 118-126 and 154-158. 4 See Cicero, De Oratore, II, 41, p. 175, 6-7: «His igitur locis in mente et cogitatione defixis et in omni re ad dicendum posita excitatis, nihil erit quod oratorem effugere possit, non modo in forensibus disceptationibus, sed omnino in ullo genere dicendi»; id., Partitiones oratoriae, 5, p. 390, 6: «Cicero: quid est argumentum?; Pater: Probabile inventum ad faciendam fidem»; Topica, 79, p. 158, 10-14: «Expositis omnibus argumentandi locis primum illud intellegendum est nec ullam esse disputationem in quam non aliquis locus incurrat nec fere omnis locos incidere in omnem quaestionem et quibusdam quaestionibus alios quibusdam alios esse aptiores locos».
5 See Cicero, De inventione, I, xxiv, 34, p. 31, 26-27: «Omnes res argumentando confirmatur aut ex eo, quod personis, aut ex eo, quod negotiis est adtributum». Medieval, 22 (2015) , ISSN: 1133-0902, pp. 85-118 sequuntur). All these attributes are understood by Cicero as topics in a material sense, since they refer essentially to the matter of a rhetorical argument, i.e. to its content. 6 On the contrary, in the De oratore, Partitiones oratoriae, and Topica, a locus is defined as the foundation of argument, and an argument is defined as a reason-producing belief in something which is in doubt. 7 Here the topics seem to work on a higher level than that of the attributes, as they help the orator to discover the form rather than the matter to be assigned to one's own argument. According to Cicero, there are two species of topics: the first are artificiales, and they are intrinsic to the question in doubt (i.e., they are attached to the subject under discussion which needs to be confirmed). Indeed, the orator must have the ability to discover the most appropriate topic for each kind of particular cause. 8 The second category of loci are called inartificiales as they are extrinsic to the issue and are entirely based on the authority, which ultimately relies upon divine and human testimony. 9 Despite Cicero's intellectual development and shift concerning the theory of topics, both lists (those of the De inventione as well as of the Topica) continued to be transmitted, although modified from their original form. Therefore, beginning from these two Ciceronian divisions of topics, the purpose of this study is to collect all the lists which have been transmitted from antiquity until the early Middle Ages, in order to observe, with the assistance of the diagrams found in the Appendix, their alteration as well as their preservation. 10 6 See Leff, M. C., «The Topics of Argumentative Invention in Latin Rhetorical Theory from Cicero to Boethius», in Rhetorica, 1 (1983) Galatina, 1998, pp. 5-53. 7 See Cicero, De oratore, II, 162, p. 170, 17-18 : «qui illi sedes et quasi domicilia omnium argumentorum commonstret et ea breviter inlustret verbisque definiat»; id., Topica, [7] [8] p. 118, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] : «Ut igitur earum rerum quae absconditae sunt demonstrato et notato loco facilis inventio est, sic cum pervestigare argumentum aliquod volumus, locos nosse debemus; sic enim appellatae ab Aristotele sunt eae quasis sedes, e quibus argumenta promuntur. Itaque licet definire locum esse argumenti sedem, argumentum autem, rationem quae rei dubiae faciat fidem»; 8 Looking at the diagram 4 in the Appendix, the intrinsic topics are sixteen: (1) from the whole (a toto), (2) from the parts of the whole (a partibus), (3) from a sign (a nota), (4) from conjugates (a coniugata), (5) from genus (a genere), (6) from a form (a forma), (7) from a similarity (a similitudine), (8) from a difference (a differentia), (9) from a contrary (a contrario), (10) from conjoined things (ab adiunctis), (11) from antecedents (ab antecedentibus), (12) from consequences (a consequentibus), (13) from incompatibles (a repugnantibus), (14) from causes (a causis), (15) from effects (ab effectis), (16) from comparison of greater or lesser or equal things (a comparatione maiorum, vel minorum vel parium) .
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9 Looking at the diagram 4 in the Appendix, the extrinsic topics are entirely based upon testimony (testimonium), which is defined as everything which is brought in from some outside area to create belief. The authority of testimony is conferred either by nature (ex naturae auctoritate) or by time (ex temporis auctoritate). See Cicero, Topica, 73, p. 154, 10-11: «Testimonium autem nunc dicimus omne quod ab aliqua re externa sumitur ad faciendam fidem». See also Aristotelis Opera, ed. I. Bekker, Academica Regia Borussica, editio altera quam curavit O. Gigon, 5 vols., Berolini 1960 -1961 (1ª ed. 1830 -1870 
QUINTILIANUS'S LIST OF TOPICS
As it is well known, the Topics were primarily employed in the fields of rhetoric and law, from Cicero's time up to the fifth century. The first rhetorical textbook-so far as we knowcomposed at the end of the first century A.D., is Quintilian's Institutiones oratoriae, in which we can find both of the lists of topics Cicero has put forth. 11 In the fifth book, Quintilian introduces the topics by first proposing a twofold division probationes, into inartificiales and artificiales; this latter category is further divided into signa, exempla, and argumenta. Looking at diagram 5 in the Appendix, the arguments concern what we would now call, as it were, both the Ciceronian material and formal topics (i.e., most of the De inventione's attributes and all the Topica's loci). 12 Although we can find a certain number of differences among the lists of Cicero and Quintilian, the resemblances are undoubtedly greater. In this regard, the most important thing to note here is that Quintilian's topical schema attests to a connection between both of Cicero's lists, so much so that we do not find any remark about a possible distinction between the different species of topics enumerated here. The decisive proof lies in the end of the chapter, where, after having commented upon every topic in detail, Quintilian briefly recapitulates the entire list in the following way:
And so, to sum up briefly: Arguments are derived from Persons; Motives; Places; Time (of which distinguished three phases, Antecedent, Contemporary, and Subsequent); Means (under which we included Instruments); Manner (that is, how something was done); Definition; Genus; Species, and Differentiae; Properties; Elimination; Division; Beginning, Development and Culmination; Similarities and Dissimilarities; Contradictions; Consequences; Causes and Effects; Outcomes; Conjugates; and Comparison, which is divided into a number of Species. 13 The order in which the topics are presented here does not seem to suggest any particular ratio. However, we can register the fact that Quintilian first proposes most of Cicero's attributes of person and act, and then afterwards introduces the topics of the Topica, bringing together all these species into a single list.
Finally, it is interesting to stress that Quintilian's main purpose lies in pedagogical training; this is precisely why he describes, more than once, the necessary skills of an orator-he must find the appropriate topic for each kind of particular cause, rather than knowing perfectly the theory at hand along with its rules. It means that, theoretically speaking, it is possible to draw, from each topic, an infinite number of arguments which can be only discovered through constant practice. 
THE RHETORES LATINI MINORES: THE LISTS OF FORTUNATIANUS, JULIUS VICTOR, AND MARTIANUS CAPELLA
After Quintilian, we must look at three of the rhetores latini minores of the fourth and fifth centuries, whose textbooks on rhetoric clearly recall Cicero's list of topics: Consultus Fortunatianus, Julius Victor, and Martianus Capella.
Although we know neither precisely where he was born, nor the chronology of his life, Fortunatianus is commonly considered the first among these authors. His Ars rhetorica is very close to Cicero's Partitiones oratoriae with respect to the literal form of question and answer; this is likely because it was confined to a school context. 14 Looking at diagram 6 of the Appendix-and setting aside the first distinction of the genera argumentorun into artificiale and inartificiale-the novelty here lies is the fourfold division of topics and arguments on the basis of the time in which the cause at issue has been committed: ante rem, in re, circa rem, and post rem. Scholars do not agree on the sources of this new division, which could be derived from the Stoics, or perhaps from Ermagora; or, perhaps even from a disciple of Ermagora named Aquilio. 15 At any rate, among the topics, it is easy to acknowledge several of Cicero's topics understood as attributes as well as seats of arguments, although Fortunatianus has not given an explanation of any particular one.
Nevertheless, a similar fourfold division is also found in Julius Victor's Ars rhetorica (Appendix, Diagram 7); unlike Fortunatianus, he devotes a long section to explain every topic in detail, providing also an example for each of them, in view of their application to the different species of juridical causes called status. 16 Finally, Martianus Capella, in the fifth book of the De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii devoted entirely to rhetoric, rather oddly presents two different lists of topics: the first undoubtedly belongs to Cicero's Topica and was probably taken from Victorinus (Appendix, Diagram 8); the second, found at the end of the chapter, is clearly taken from Fortunatianus's Ars rhetorica (Appendix, Diagram 9). 17 Martianus does not specify why he offers two lists, and moreover seems to be completely unaware that both lists share many topics in common.
THE RHETORICAL AND DIALECTICAL APPROACH TO THE TOPICS: MARIUS VICTORINUS'S AND BOETHIUS'S LISTS OF TOPICS
Between the fourth and eleventh centuries, it is possible to discern the coexistence of two different approaches on Cicero's topics of the Topica; both approaches will have a great influence in the early Middle Ages. Although they stem from a commentary devoted to Cicero's Topica, they have given rise to a different interpretation of the topics with respect to their possible field of application. The first approach has come from Marius Victorinus (around 280-365); although his commentary on Cicero's Topica is now lost, it is possible to state-on the basis of authors who have received and transmitted his theory (e.g., Martianus and Cassiodorus)-that Victorinus placed emphasis on the rhetorical nature of the loci, in view of their application mainly in the field of rhetoric. 18 The second approach originates from Boethius (around 480-524), who, besides commenting upon Cicero's Topica, also translated and provided commentary on Aristotle's Topica, and finally composed a monograph entitled De topicis differentiis; the latter was a large-scale project aimed at, among other things, contesting Victorinus's interpretation, in order to restore, on the basis of his Greek sources, the dialectical value of the loci. 19 The main difference between the two approaches lies in the way in which the topics work in order to produce belief in something which is in doubt: in line with the Cicero-Victorinian transmission, topics do not require an analysis of the proposition from a logical point of view; on the contrary, following the line of Cicero-Boethian transmission, they are closely connected to the theory of predicable, and are of two species: the maximal propositions (maximae propositiones) and the differences of maximal propositions (differentiae maximarum propositionum), with which it is possible to divide and classify the same maximal propositions. 20 Since Victorinus's commentary to Cicero's Topica is lost, let us now focus our attention on Boethius's De topicis differentiis. According to Boethius, the discipline of the topics is the foundational discipline for dialecticians, rhetoricians, and philosophers, precisely because it is the only way to discover the starting points of all types of argumentation. 21 In his last logical writing, Boethius arrives at this view by comparing, in a particularly ingenious and original way, the division of topics handed down by Themistius and Cicero (i.e., the Greek and the Latin traditions on the topics). In the second book, he first introduces Themistius's two categories of topics (Appendix, Diagram 10)-the maximal propositions and the differences of maximal propositions, respectively; in the third book, however, he presents Cicero's list of topics of the Topica (Appendix, Diagram 11). Both the lists are meant as a list of dialectical topics; indeed, Boethius's aim is to show, first, in which way each division differs from the other, second, in which way each matches the other, and third, in which way each list can in turn contain the other (Appendix, Diagrams 12-13). 22 In order to achieve this aim, Boethius transformed the meaning of Cicero's topic of the Topica through a procedure which is considered to be a sort of 'axiomatisation' through three significant steps: in his commentary, he interprets Cicero's topics in the Topica as Themistius's differences of maximal propositions; afterwards, he punctually assigns, in the same commentary, a maximal proposition to each Cicero's topic; finally, he placed emphasis, in the third book of the De topicis differentiis, upon the original axiomatic nature of Ciceronian topics, in order to bring out their dialectical value-a process brought to completion in this text alone, as they are here presented as dialectical topics in all respects. 23 However, Boethius also submitted Cicero's topics of the De inventione to the same process of 'axiomatization'-these latter topics now clearly understood as rhetorical topics. Moreover, by eluding clearly to Cicero's original intentions, Boethius comes to demonstrate-and not without originality-the way in which the rhetorical topics can be drawn from dialectical topics, by showing a fourfold possible derivation: two species from Themistius's list (Appendix, Diagrams 14-15) and two species from Cicero's list (Appendix, Diagrams 16-17), respectively.
B. S., «The Rhetoric of Martianus
By looking at the diagrams in the Appendix, it is easy to see that dialectic and rhetoric are now put into a relation of genus and species, or of universal and particular, therefore enshrining the definitive subordination of rhetoric to dialectic. In this way Boethius has theoretically founded the direction towards which rhetoric must now look, together with dialectic, in order to realize itself and achieve its goal: the search for Truth. 24 21 See ibid., I, vii, 16-20, 1181D-1182A, pp. 18, 8-19, 4 . 22 See ibid., I, i, 2-3, 1173BC, pp. 1, 8-2, 7: «Nunc vero consilium est aperire qui sint loci, quae horum differentiae, qui etiam quibus apti sint syllogismis. Nec id simpliciter atque uniformiter videtur esse faciendum, verum duplex est tradenda partitio, una quidem ex Graecis voluminibus eruta, altera vero ex M. Tullii Topicis sumpta. Atque in his illud ad perfectionem speculationis est astruendum, ut quibus utraque divisio differat quibusque conveniat explicetur quoque modo altera alteram vicissim possit includere». 
CASSIODORUS'S LIST
Immediately after Boethius's death, his logical and rhetorical works were gathered into a single codex in Constantinople between 522 and 526; these works did not make their way back into the West until the late tenth century. 25 Accordingly, between the sixth and the ninth centuries, Victorinus's approach on the topics seems to have prevailed in those authors who had not direct knowledge of Boethius's De topicis differentiis. Nevertheless, Victorinus's and Boethius's theory of the topics seem to have converged into a single transmission through Cassiodorus, who probably knew both interpretations. In the second book of his Institutiones, he attributes to rhetoric the typical place of dialectic; he then, in the section devoted to rhetoric, passes over in silence precisely the rhetorical topics of Cicero's De inventione; lastly, he places Cicero's list of topics of the Topica among the instruments of dialectic (Appendix, Diagram 18): all these choices clearly reveal a Boethian influence. 26 At any rate, Cassiodorus never speaks about topics intended as maximal propositions or their differences-according to Boethius's terminology. On the contrary, with regard to the list of topics and their examples, according to Pierre Hadot, Cassiodorus's principal sources were Victorinus's commentary on Cicero's Topica. Moreover, Cassiodorus was also the first to have used the ars topica as an exegetical method to explore the sense of Sacred Scripture; in fact, by annotating thirteen different symbols in the margins of his Expositio Psalmorum, Cassiodorus explicitly indicates to the monk of the monastery of Vivarium the various etymologies, definitions, syllogisms, topics, etc., employed by the Psalmist in his sacred argumentation. As is well known, this very peculiar choice of Cassiodorus aimed at arguing for the biblical origin of the liberal arts; in this way, he brings to completion the process begun by Augustine-i.e., the re-foundation of classical learning in the function of Christian knowledge. 27 The great appreciation that Cassiodorus gives to the Topics is clearly stated at the end of his commentary to the Psalm 144:
If a careful student finds any themes additional to those mentioned, whether in the remaining psalms or in previous ones, which are to be applied to the Lord's praises, he should not doubt (this at least is my opinion) that they have a bearing on one or other of the modes which we have listed. He should not indict us with total failure to embrace clearly what we proclaim to be immeasurable. In my view the astute Aristotle sought to Revista Española de Filosofía Medieval, 22 (2015) , ISSN: 1133-0902, pp. 85-118 match this when he assembled the topics for secular arguments with remarkable subtlety; in this way just as all discourse could be enclosed by letters, so by that combination all cultivated learning could be embraced by published judgment. From this source the dialecticians compressed their discussions in abbreviated syllogisms; from it the orators rushed along the rivers; from it poets surround themselves with beautiful blossoms; from it satirists, historians, comic and tragic poets, were enriched, so that anything set apart from this combination seems virtually to lie beyond the tongue of man. Aristotle bestowed the title Topics on this collection. Topics are the basis of arguments, by which the purpose of the disputant to elicit belief is achieved as though of first principles. No religious scruples condemns our reading and discussing this work, for whatever is not found to be hostile to sacred literature is investigated without harm. 28 From this we can gather that, in Cassiodorus's philosophical and theological production, the adaptation of the topics to the novel necessities of Christianity can be considered as already fully completed.
ISIDORUS'S LIST OF TOPICS
In the sixth and seventh centuries two interpolated versions of Cassiodorus's Institutiones, which both include excerpts from the De topicis differentiis, will circulate in the West; however, Isidorus (around 560-636), bishop of Seville, is the author who, most of all, guaranteed the transmission of the list of topics to the Carolingian Ages. 29 In his encyclopaedic text, composed of twenty books and entitled Etymologiae sive origines, he clearly follows Cassiodorus, especially with regard to the section devoted to the topics. In the second book, he presents rhetoric and dialectic in a single section, where the list of topics is placed in chapter 30 (Appendix, Diagram 19), as instruments of dialectic. 30 Like Cassiodorus, Isidorus also divides topics into intrinsic and extrinsic topics, by enumerating the topics belonging to each of these two categories and by providing an example for each of them, taken from a rhetorical context. Hence, as regards Isidorus's list of topics, it can be stated that we do not find any substantial change.
28 Cassiodorus, Explanation of the Psalms, translated and annotated by P. G. Walsh, 3 voll., (Ancient Christian Writers, 53), New York, Paulist, 1991, 3, pp. 430-431; Cassiodorus Senator, Expositio Psalmorum, M. Adriaen (ed.), 2 vols., (Corpus Christianorum Series Latina, 97), Turnhout, Brepols, 1958 , II, p. 1297 : «Si quam vero partem supra ista quae diximus, sive in futuris, sive in praeteritis psalmis diligens perscrutator invenerit, quae ad laudes Domini debeat applicari, ad supradictorum aliquem modum (ut tamen nos opinamur) non dubitet pertinere; nec accuset a nobis ad liquidum minime comprehensum, quod profitemur immensum. Hoc Aristoteles acer ingenio (ut arbitror) aemulatus, argumentorum saecularium loca mirabili subtilitate collegit; ut sicut universus sermo litteris, ita et illa complexione omnis humanitas prolata sententia clauderetur. Hinc dialectici disputationes suas compendiosis collectionibus arctaverunt; hinc oratores velut quaedam flumina cucurrerunt, hinc poetae decoris floribus ambiuntur; hinc satyrici, hinc historici, hinc comici tragicique ditati sunt, ut pene ab humana lingua videatur exceptum, quod ab hac fuerit complexione divisum. Huic rei topica nomen imposuit. Topica vero sunt argumentorum sedes, ex quibus ad faciendam fidem velut elementis quibusdam conficitur intentio disserentis. Quod legere atque tractare religio nulla condemnat, quoniam innoxie requiritur, quidquid sacris litteris non probatur adversum». 
ALCUIN OF YORK'S LIST OF TOPICS
The eighth and ninth centuries are those of the Carolingian period, whose protagonists receive as an inheritance a patrimony of knowledge, which with respect to the liberal arts was already consolidated by the synthesis of available encyclopaedias. Indeed, the liberal arts, together with Sacred Scripture and the exegesis of the Fathers, are now understood as the main pillars on which to cement the identity of the new Christian kingdom established by Charlemagne. The master of the Schola Palatina, Alcuin of York (around 730-804), is certainly the most important promoter of Charlemagne's political and religious designs. Basing himself on Augustine's conception on the natural origin of the liberal arts, Alcuin continues to walk on the fertile ground traced by the intellectuals of the Roman-barbarian kingdoms, by definitively incorporating the liberal arts as instruments of ascent in the gradual process of reunification with God, instruments between which dialectic certainly plays a role of prominence. In his textbook entitled De dialectica, Alcuin presents the list of topics in Chapter 15 (Appendix, Diagram 20), and his sources are Cassiodorus's Institutiones and Isidorus's Etymologiae; 31 however, it is surprising to find here, as well as in Chapters 12 through 14, a very large number of extracts from the second book of the De topicis differentiis, some of which can be linked neither to the two intermediary versions of Cassidorous's Institutiones, nor to Isidorus's Etymologiae. Some authoritative scholars, such as Manitius, have in fact suggested that Alcuin would directly employ Boethius's De topicis differentiis; this is an interesting hypothesis which, although so far ignored by historians of logic, still remains undecided in the absence of a critical edition of the text. 32 There are numerous textual debts in Alcuin, sources such as Augustine, Boethius, Cassiodorus and Isidore, or the Categoriae decem; such sources are often literally transcribed, especially as regards the fifteenth chapter devoted to the topics. Despite these textual debts, it is possible to take note of more than one novelty. First of all, the interlocutory character of the treatise suggests us that it may be considered as a continuation of the fictitious dialogue between Alcuin and Charlemagne begun in the treatise entitled De rhetorica et virtutibus. 33 Thus, this particular aspect may prompt us to consider these two texts as unique. Furthermore, although the list of sixteen topics is that of Cicero's Topica, the intrinsic topics are here called loci qui ipso negotio de quo agitur, where the term negotium clearly recalls the rhetorical context and is linked to the same way in which Martianus Capella Fink, 1911 Fink, -1931 Fink, (repr. 1965 Fink, -1973 Russel & Russel, 1965. presented the Ciceronian topics in the fifth book of his De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii entirely devoted to Rhetoric. 34 Moreover, the most important novelty in the field of topics consists in the reappearance of two maximal propositions which clearly belong to the list of Themistius 35 . Again, some arguments are here explained, for the first time, by using biblical examples and finally, the extrinsic topics are only announced but never presented in detail.
The later generations of the Carolingian ages-i.e., those of Rabanus Maurus as well as the commentators of Martianus's De Nuptiis Philologiae et Mercurii-will proceed in the same territory already traced by Alcuin, although the more advanced developments with respect to the employment of topics in the fields of theology and philosophy must be found, no doubt, in John Scotus Eriugena's scientific production. 36
AN ANONYMOUS LIST OF TOPICS
As has already been indicated, the tenth century-and to a greater extent the eleventh century-marked a revival of interest in dialectic, and in particular in the De topicis differentiis. This latter work in particular makes its reappearance in the West; in fact, the first commentaries on Boethius's logical work date back precisely to this period, although they today remain unedited. 37 According to Green Pedersen, there are in this period two anonymous textbooks besides the commentaries, which pay specific attention to the topics and are both connected with the intense cultural life of the monastery of St. Gall: the first is entitled Dialectica, and it transmits a list of topics that clearly reproduces Cicero's list; the second text is entitled De syllogis- Medieval, 22 (2015) , ISSN: 1133-0902, pp. 85-118 mis, and was probably written, according to De Rijk, by Notker Labeo (around 950-1022). 38 Both texts transmit a very similar theory of the topics, although only the anonymous author of the Dialectica provides a clear list. Let us now turn our attention precisely to this text. According to Green Pedersen, its main sources are the compendia of Martianus Capella, Cassiodorus, and Isidorus, as well as Boethius's commentary on Porphyrius' Isagoge, his commentary on Cicero's Topica, as well as Victorinus's commentary on Cicero's Topica. Looking at Diagram 21 in the Appendix, the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic topics is absent here, while the number of intrinsic topics has been already fixed by the tradition, i.e. sixteen. The anonymous author explains that from the topics ab antecedentibus, a consequentibus and a repugnantibus it is possible to extrapolate seven modes of hypothetical syllogisms, which always deal with true and necessary arguments, and are therefore useful primarily for the philosophers. 39 Afterwards, the entire list of sixteen topics is in turn presented, and an example for each topic has been given; consequently, the other thirteen topics can only produce probable arguments, which is why-so our anonymous author explains-they are primarily useful for orators. Thus, the most important change in these centuries, with respect to the theory of topics, is the close connection which has been established between topics and hypothetical syllogisms: a theory which is also attested by the author of the De syllogismis.
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Moreover, after the presentation of the list of dialectical topics (i.e., according to Cicero's classification), Anonymous also introduces the list of rhetorical topics found in Cicero's De inventione, i.e. the attributes of person and act, calling them quasi alia loci. This is another clear testimony of a tradition which, beginning with Cassiodorus, transmits the Boethian theory of bringing dialectic and rhetoric together into a single section, by clearly subordinating the list of rhetorical topics to the list of dialectical topics.
GARLANDUS COMPOTISTA'S LIST OF TOPICS
The logical production of Gerbert d'Aurillac (around 940-1003), unfortunately now lost, as well as the logical works of Abbo of Fleury (around 945-1004), 40 definitely demonstrate that Boethius's theory on topics was slowly coming into use between the tenth and eleventh centuries. Nevertheless, the textbook which certainly marks a turning point, as regards the transmission of the list of topics, is Garlandus Compotista's Dialectica. 41 De Rijk, who was the first to publish its critical edition, places the date of the text's composition between 1040 and 1075; however, this date is not largely approved by all scholars, due to the fact that some of them prefer to place its composition in the twelfth century. 42 Garlandus never mentions his sources, nonetheless, in the fourth book, entirely devoted to the topics, he begins by presenting a brief summary of the first, and partially also of the second book, of Boethius's De topicis differentiis. He then proceeds to show the list of topics which are here understood as differences of maximal propositions and by giving for each of them the corresponding topic, now in turn understood as maximal proposition. Only at the end of this section, Garlandus specifies that all the topics can be divided into two categories, i.e. extrinsic and intrinsic (Appendix, Diagram 22), or even into three categories, i.e. extrinsic, intrinsic, and intermediate (Appendix, Diagram 23). As it is evident, Garlandus is following Boethius by presenting Cicero's as well as Themistius's divisions of topics. Despite the numerous resemblances, Eleonore Stump rightly stresses that Garlandus's Dialectica cannot be simply considered as a paraphrase of Boethius's De topicis differentiis, since the divergences are many and, in more than one case, they produce a different theory, which she has analysed in depth. 43 The most important change is the one that we have already noted in Anonymous's Dialectica, i.e. the close connection of the topics with the hypothetical syllogisms; additionally, the topics are here understood as the principles from which the categorical syllogisms also arise. 44 This is why Garlandus states that the study of topics is essentially propaedeutic to the study of syllogisms.
CONCLUSION
In the transmission of Cicero's lists of topics from antiquity to the early Middle Ages, we have observed two crucial changes: on the one hand, the migration of Cicero's list of the Topica from a rhetorical to a dialectical context; on the other hand, the slow but constant absorption of the topical doctrine into the new Christian sensibility. Nevertheless, Green Pedersen, in his attempt to reconstruct the tradition of the Topics in the Middle Ages, seems to have almost completely neglected the Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages, from the 6 th to the 11 th centuries, to be more specific, a very important period, thanks to which the topics have been transmitted to the Late Middle Ages. Although he mainly focused his attention on the commentaries of Aristotle's and Boethius's Topics, we have seen how these centuries have largely contributed to the subterranean but safe ferrying of the list of topics to the later ages. Indeed, in these centuries, in contrast to the previous rhetorical tradition, Cassiodorus decided to follow Boethius in placing, in the second book of the Institutiones, the list of topics among dialectical rather than rhetorical instruments. But Cassiodorus is also the first one who grafted the topics into the fruitful territory of the exegetical tradition; in fact, the topics, almost under-stood as places of the transcendence, are now able to disclose the divine revealed message. Therefore, it is not surprising that the fides, as new epistemological assumption, is now required in order to reveal the hidden meaning of sacred argumentation. Alcuin inherited this theory and adapted it to the new necessities of the Carolingian Empire. Therefore, in his theological and philosophical works, the topics are definitively put into service of the faith. Finally, the logical production belonging to the monastery of St. Gall testified the return of the De topicis differentiis in the West, where Garlandus's Dialectica signed the higher point of restoration of Boethius's theory on topics.
Thus, the two-faced character of Cicero's topics, Victorinian-rhetorical on the one hand, and Boethian-dialectical on the other, developed and transmitted in Late Antiquity, was not an obstacle to the transmission of the list of topics in the Early Middle Ages; on the contrary, it was finally corrected by Boethius, who subordinated the former to the latter. Hence, all these considerations enable us to conclude that the Early Middle Ages can be considered, from an epistemological point of view, as a long boethiana aetas. Although the corpus of Boethius's logical writings was not yet available, it seems, in fact, that the methodological approach of the Roman philosopher somehow continued to support the structure of the nascent theological system. 
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